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Presentation Notes
PREFACEThis presentation was first given by PNP Harry Sanders at the North Carolina Regional Conference & Encampment on 5 AUG 2017 ands then further refined and presented at the Federal Area Conference & Encampment on 12 AUG 2017. As the result of many requests for a copy, the presented was further edited and a NOTES PAGE added for further distribution as a CHAPTER IMPROVEMENT educational resource.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chapters, the key fundamental organizational unit of National Sojourners, require quality chapter meetings to remain vital. Quality chapter meetings help keep member active, attract new members and are essential for keeping the group together so they have the capacity to carry out our purposes, in general, and our important Americanism outreach projects, in particular.Imagine or perhaps you have experienced a chapter meeting where minutes and announcements are the only intellectual stimulation offered and interesting programs are few and far between time after time. In time, I would guess that many of us would lose enthusiasm and interest…This presentation is designed to offer CHAPTER OFFICERS with thoughts and techniques on how to development a World Class Chapter by taking the key first step of PLANNING  & DELIVERING GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS  
 • It’s all about: 

– PLANNING 
– PLANNING 
– PLANNING 

• Start Early --- when 1VP begin to develop your plan 
• Work the details --- yes, it takes some WORK! 

– Review the Chapter Officers Handbook (on the website) 
– Early speaker commitments 
– Heroes Camp operations are part of the plan 
– Write it down 
– Communicate the plan (create excitement & interest) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great Chapter Meetings start with early PLANNING, PLANNING and PLANNING! Great meeting require thought and preparation long before the date of the meeting. I am reminded of the duty we take on when installed to “…direct, coordinate and supervise the planning and execution of all programs and generate enthusiastic support toward their accomplishment…” Chapter Line officers should start early on developing the chapter meeting plan for their year by observing what works well (or not so well) for sister chapter in the region and maintain a list of candidate programs. By the time you become the Chapter 1VP, you should have develop a final meeting plan for your year. Of course there may be a few unknowns, but your plan should be pretty solid. At this point, the heavy lifting for your year in the “EAST” is complete. While developing your plan, remember the duty we take on when installed to “…direct, coordinate and supervise the planning and execution of all programs and generate enthusiastic support toward their accomplishment…” Developing your plan requires some work but it can be fun when you are done knowing that you have a super meeting plan for your chapter and at the end of YOUR YEAR you will be honored for your exceptional year!Before starting your plan, read the Chapters Officers Handbook (available on the website) a couple of times and ask questions to make yourself smart on the ingredients for great chapter meetings. As you develop your plan, get early speaker commitments and work with whoever will be the Commander during your year so you may include Camp activities in your plan. Remember it  only becomes a plan when you wrote it down! Create excitement and interest by communicating your plan for the year at your first chapter meeting as President --- put a copy on your chapter website and give all members  a copy for their fridge so they can plan others events around their commitment to attend the great, exciting and well-planning meeting of your chapter!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• Have a call plan --- a couple of monthly callers to stay in touch 
with their assigned list and extend a warm invite  

• Publish a newsletter --- one page by email will do --- keep the 
group together 

• Do not go dark --- maintain monthly habits 
• Pass the gavel --- allow every member to say something brief if 

they desire --- IT’S OUR CHAPTER 
• Do something special for the Ladies each year 
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Presentation Notes
Here are some guidelines for GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS!CALL PLAN --- Having a Call Committee to each make 5 or 6 calls and call all chapter members with a warm reminder of the next chapter meeting, inquire as to their health and welfare and see if they might require a ride is a PROVEN technique of increasing attendance. Many chapter use this to plan their meal commitments as well.PUBLISH A NEWSLETTER --- A simple newsletter (published and mailed or emailed) is a great technique to keep the group together and focused on upcoming events!DO NOT GO DARK --- While their may be times to skip a meeting, the more you can create a monthly meeting habit --- same date, time and place each month --- the better!PASS THE GAVEL --- Make every participate in your chapter feel that this is THEIR meeting by passing the gavel at the end of the meeting before closing and inviting each to offer a short remark. Alternatively, establish a fun tradition for your chapter --- one chapter had a tradition of claiming your dessert first and using to reserve your table spot. Simple traditions build camaraderie!HAVE A LADIES EVENT --- Don’t forget the ladies --- make every meeting a time for Sojourners and their Ladies and at least once of year do something special for the Ladies. A Valentines program is a great example --- bring in a barbershop quartet to serenade them with love songs and/or by each a rose (the Brethren would be happy to contribute for a rose for their Lady).
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• DO SOMETHING TO SUPPORT EACH OF OUR PURPOSES 
• The Purposes of National Sojourners shall be to organize 

current and former members of the uniformed forces of the 
United States, and Honorary Members, who are Master 
Masons and U.S. citizens into Chapters, for: 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variety in chapter program planning adds spice and interest ---- consider planning programs with address the full-range of our PURPOSES!Let’s explore our purposes and some program ideas in the following slides…
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 
• The promotion of good fellowship among its members 
• Assisting such as may be overtaken by adversity or affliction, 

for cultivating Masonic ideals 
• Supporting all patriotic aims and activities in Masonry, for 

developing true Patriotism and Americanism throughout the 
Nation 

• Bringing together representatives of the uniformed forces of 
the United States (past and present) in a united effort to 
further the military need of National Defense 

• Opposing any influence whatsoever calculated to weaken the 
National Security. 5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOOD FELLOWSHIP --- Breaking bread together is important part of promoting good fellowship. Consider also having a Brother present his bio, honoring a Brother for a particular achievement, celebrating or recognizing birthdays and anniversary's. Chapter projects are key to promoting good fellowship and Brethren come together and work together in carrying our the Sojourner mission.ADVERSITY & AFFLICTION --- Be aware of those who are sick and need help or prayer. Have some cards signed by all members (available from the National Office) and send them to those who need cheering up or who are recovering from illness.PATRIOTISM & AMERICANISM ---  This area is ripe with fun and interesting opportunities. Speakers (Masonic, military and from the community);  youth essay winners, YLC attendees, and Masonic Youth organizations; interesting patriotic videos; books reviews on historic topics, etc., all make for interesting programs.NATIONAL SECURITY ---  Ideas may include a military speaker; a program by the USO; an invitation for a couple of active duty soldiers, sailors, marines, coasties, or airman to join the chapter as guests and offer commentary on their service, etc.
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• OUTREACH Projects strengthen chapter operations/meetings 
– BOL 

• BOL NIGHT PROGRAM 
• BE A BLUE LODGE RESOURCE FOR PATRIOTIC PROGRAMS 

– AMERICANISM 
• YLCs 
• ROTC/JROTC Medals 
• ESSAY CONTEST 
• PATRIOTIC PROGRAMS – BTF / HISTORIC FLAGS / COLOR GUARDS / TOAST 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When included as part of the chapter annual plan, OUTREACH PROJECTS add excitement and interest, build camaraderie, and strengthen the group especially when many hands are used to lighten the load and provide leadership for elements of each (delegation).BOL --- Plan a BLUE LODGE NIGHT and invite local lodge leadership to a Chapter meeting to tell them about our many flag programs and how we might serve them when they require a patriotic program OR visit local Blue Lodges to tell them who we are, inform them of our mission (Purposes)  and seek new members wo desire to join us in our effort to “Proudly serve the Cause of Patriotism! Also, make your Grand Master a Sojourners and seek opportunities to serve the Craft locally and at the Grand Lodge with our flag programs in coordination with you Regional and Area RepAMERICANISM --- Plan early for your chapters participation in the many opportunities' we have to Teach Young Americans about America by sending one or more youth to a YLC, making in-person presentations of our ROTC/JROTC Medals; sponsoring the National Essay Contest; and keeping your FLAG TEAM active with flag programs both in the community and in serving the Craft!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• Membership Program 
– A key concept: NEW MEMBERS = NEXT GEN CHAPTER LEADERS and  

maintain the critical mass of participants at each meeting 
– Bring a Friend 
– Carry a What’s It All About trifold and a Membership Form 
– Be alert for Military Masons in your Blue Lodge and Appendant 

Bodies  introduce yourself and ask about their service! 
– Look for opportunities to make National Sojourners visible in all your 

Masonic organizations --- offer the Toast, offer a Color Guard … offer 
a Flag Program 
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Presentation Notes
Think --- MERMBERSHIP, MEMBERSHIP, MEMBERSHIP when planning your year. We must understand that new member are the source of our future chapter leadership and vitality!Have a Bring A Prospective Member Night, an active Blue Lodge membership search program.Arm every Chapter member with a What’s It All About trifold and membership form (or two)!Teach how do find new member habits with a reminder at every chapter meeting! The habit is to have every member meet, greet and ask at every Masonic meeting they attend. And while doing that, offer the services of our Order for a flag program at every opportunity --- being visible helps in our search for new members!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• ALWAYS SAY THANK YOU --- use the National Sojourners Patriot 
of ‘76 Certificate --- buy an inexpensive frame! 

• Recognize and thank 
– Speakers 
– Chapter “Movers & Shakers” 
– Use any excuse to make those who make a difference in your 

Chapter’s success feel good! 

• Submit annual awards for those in your chapter who made a 
difference 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an important topic --- look for every opportunity to say THANK YOU!Obtain a supply of Patriot of ’76 certificates and present them in a frame to speakers and those who make things happen in the chapter --- use any excuse to praise individual and/or present them a certificate.Take time to review those instrumental for the chapter’s success and submit them for a national award in March (see the Awards & Citations Guide on the website). You can also recognize the Ladies with a certificate if deserved.
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 
• Execute with a “TOUCH OF 

CLASS” 
– Good ritual --- practice – 

practice – practice --- 
memorize some parts 

– Don’t make everything casual 
or the results will be of casual 
quality 

– Have fun!  
– Variety is the spice of life  --- 

avoid program ruts 

– Develop some chapter 
traditions 

– Delegate --- get others 
involved --- especially your 
successor (OJT) 

– Invite Masonic dignitaries 
from time to time --- start with 
your National Line 

– Start on time --- end on time! 
– Leadership should BE 

PREPARED – ALWAYS! 
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Presentation Notes
Here are some Great Chapter Meetings rules of thumb!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS 

• Use the example plan which follows as a template 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next two slides provide a template based on an actual Chapter Annual Program Plan. Use it as a guide and too inspire your creativity in preparing YOUR plan for GREAT CHAPTER MEETING during your year as Chapter President!
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= special music / entertainment 

JUN 

JUL 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

Star Spangled Banner 

Honoring the Sacrifice 

Americanism 

Military Night 

Giving Thanks 

Special Event: Massing of the 
Colors at USNA    

                       

Focus on the Mission 
Chapter plans and 

programs brief plus  
National 

Convention 
feedback 

Guest 
historian/speaker on 

Francis Scott Key 

Former Tomb 
Guard guest 
speaker plus 

Memorial Service 

Promotion of youth 
programs and guest 

congressional 
speaker 

Flag Officer Forum 
ROTC recognition night 

and presentation by 
guest flag officers ~ 
Wear your uniform! 

Guest clergy 
presentation on the 

meaning of 
Thanksgiving 

Chapter Program Plan 

Event - 4   
Chap – 14  

Chap – 18      
Heroes - 25 

Chap – 17      
Heroes - 24 

 Chap - 20 

 Chap - 15 

 Chap - 19 

Collingwood 

Bivouac 

Collingwood 

Bivouac 

19 NOV 01 REV  NOTES: All Chapter & Heroes meetings begin at 1830 with a social half-hour.                            
Camp Followers meet at Collingwood during all bivouacs and encampments. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a copy of a actual chapter program plan used in the past. The first meeting was used by the Chapter President to provide feedback on the Annual National Convention, provide every member a copy of the annual plan for their “fridge” and review the chapter mission fo the year ahead!
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Chapter Program Plan 

 

= special music / entertainment 

DEC 

JAN 

FEB 

MAR 

APR 

MAY 

Masters & Wardens              
Night 

Be My Valentine 

Business Meeting 

Installation 

Holiday Party 
Holiday celebration 
with entertainment ~  
special visit by Santa 

with a gift for all! 

Grand Line guest speaker               
Note:  Chapter meeting at   

George Washington Masonic 
National Memorial               

Optional GWMNM Tour for ladies 

Annual business 
meeting, nominations 
report,  balloting and 

Sojourner stuff!      
Ladies Evening Tour 

Ring out the old and 
ring in the new --- 

installation of          
2002 – 2003 officers 

Ladies Night         
Meet  Most Worshipful 
Bro. Benjamin Franklin       
Past Grand Master of 

Pennsylvania 

Freedom Movie Night 
Appreciating freedom 
through the eyes of     
Viet Nam era POWs 

 Chap - 19 

Chap – 20      
Event – 24 
Heroes - 27 

Chap – 15      
Heroes - 18 

Chap – 20      
Event - 24 

Chap - 17 

 
Special Event: Heroes wreath     

laying at Lee Chapel, Lexington,      
VA for Light-Horse Harry Lee Collingwood 

Bivouac 

Collingwood 

Bivouac 

Collingwood 

Encampment 

11 DEC 01  REV  

Chap – 16 
Event – 16 - 19 
Heroes - 23 

Special Event: Mid-Winter 
Convention - DoubleTree Hotel  

Fed Area 

NOTES: All Chapter & Heroes meetings begin at 1830 with a social half-hour.                            
Camp Followers meet at Collingwood during all bivouacs and encampments. 

Special report on the Pentagon attack by              
Fairfax County Fire & Rescue 

Special Event: Chapter wreath 
Laying at Mount Vernon for   

Wor. Bro. George Washington 
GMs of VA, DC & MD to attend 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this example plan for ideas as you brainstorm and plan your monthly activities.
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS --- SUMMARY 
• Planning is necessary for success!!!! 
• Celebrate successes often --- write articles for The Sojourner 
• Every meeting is another opportunity for success and 

greatness --- always evaluate --- what can we do better… 
• Where do we go from here 

– Re-evaluate your chapter’s meeting quality 
– Commit to improving your chapter’s meetings on the road to 

improved attendance and success!!!!!!! 
– Apply what you have learned --- make something good happen!!!!! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, here are the takeaways:PLANNING!CELEBRATE SUCCESSES WHICH BREED MORE SUCCESS!EVALUATE ALWAYS WITH A VIEW TOWARD CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT!So, how do we proceed?TAKE A CRITICAL LOOK AT  YOUR CHAPTERS MEETINGS!MAKE A COMMITMENT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE!APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED --- AND MAKE SOMETHING GOOD HAPPEN!
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SUCCESS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Travel the staircase to SUCCESS!I can’t do it!I want to do it!How do I do it?I’ll try to do it!I can do it!I will do it!SUCCESS!!!!!
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GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS --- FINAL THOUGHT 

• Cop the following attitude if you are the Chapter Leader 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember those key 10 two-letter words!IF IT IS TO BE, IT IS UP TO MEYOU ARE THE KEY TO GREAT CHAPTER MEETINGS!!!!!Let’s go to work and make them happen…Thanks for your attention!
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